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Top 21 Paraprofessional Interview 
Questions

1)What is your intention behind becoming a paraprofessional?

2)What skills of yours make you fit for this paraprofessional 
position?

3)According to you, how a paraprofessional should be? Sample 
answer

4)Explain some of the basic classroom issues that a 
paraprofessional may face.

5)What techniques would you use if you find a chidren is not able to
understand the subject?

6)How much ranking would you like to give yourself as a 
paraprofessional depending on your experiences?

7)How would you deal with any disagreements with the licensed 
teachers?

8)Why do you prefer becoming a paraprofessional?

9)Is there any nature of yours that may affect your work life?

10)Who do you take as an inspiration in your life?

11)What is the one thing that can motivate the children in the 
classroom?

12)Would you be able to deal with children with an extreme level of 
anger issues?
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13)What is all work you were assigned in your past work life as a 
paraprofessional?

14)Who do you think deserves more respect, a teacher or a 
paraprofessional?

15)What are your weaknesses and strengths?

16)Becoming a paraprofessional is a huge responsibility. Do you 
think you would be able to continue doing your responsibilities 
without complaints?

17)What additional steps could be taken for making the education 
field more improved?

18)How would you react to a situation where a student doesn’t like 
your way of handling children?

19)Why do you prefer this location for joining as a 
paraprofessional?

20)What affects the performance of the paraprofessional?

21)What do you think which environment is the most suitable one 
for supporting the paraprofessionals?

Source and more details: https://prepmycareer.Com/paraprofessional-
interview-questions/
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